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Back Hooks 6s to make 7s 

S 

SABBAT-H SABBATH AABBHST sabbat (assembly of demons and witches) [n -S] 

SABLES-T SABLEST ABELSST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] 

SADDLE-R SADDLER ADDELRS one that makes, repairs, or sells saddles [n -S] 

SAFROL-E SAFROLE AEFLORS poisonous liquid [n -S] 

SAGGAR-D SAGGARD AADGGRS saggar [n -S] 

SALLOW-Y SALLOWY ALLOSWY abounding in willow trees [adj] 

SALMON-Y SALMONY ALMNOSY resembling salmon (food fish) [adj] 

SALTER-N SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S] 

SALTER-Y SALTERY AELRSTY factory where fish is salted for storage [n -RIES] 

SALTIE-R SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] / saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] 

SALUTE-R SALUTER AELRSTU one that salutes (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [n -S] 

SAMPLE-R SAMPLER AELMPRS one that samples (to test representative portion of whole) [n -S] 

SANTIM-I SANTIMI AIIMNST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SANTIM-U SANTIMU AIMNSTU SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n] 

SATRAP-Y SATRAPY AAPRSTY territory of satrap [n -PIES] 

SAVAGE-R SAVAGER AAEGRSV SAVAGE, fierce (violently hostile or aggressive) [adj] 

SAVOUR-Y SAVOURY AORSUVY savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] / savory (savory dish served before or after meal) [n- RIES] 

SCALAR-E SCALARE AACELRS tropical fish [n -S] 

SCARCE-R SCARCER ACCERRS SCARCE, infrequently seen or found [adj] 

SCHEME-R SCHEMER CEEHMRS one that schemes (to plan or plot) [n -S] 

SCHLEP-P SCHLEPP CEHLPPS to schlep (to lug or drag) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHNOZ-Z SCHNOZZ CHNOSZZ schnoz (nose) [n -ES] 

SCLERA-E SCLERAE ACEELRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n] 

SCLERA-L SCLERAL ACELLRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [adj] 

SCORIA-E SCORIAE ACEIORS SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n] 

SCRAPE-R SCRAPER ACEPRRS one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S] 

SCRAWL-Y SCRAWLY ACLRSWY written hastily or illegibly [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SCREAK-Y SCREAKY ACEKRSY screechy (screeching) [adj] 

SCRIBE-R SCRIBER BCEIRRS pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n -S] 

SCRIMP-Y SCRIMPY CIMPRSY meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCROTA-L SCROTAL ACLORST SCROTUM, pouch of skin that contains testes [adj] 

SCRUFF-Y SCRUFFY CFFRSUY shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj -FIER, -FIEST] 

SEALER-Y SEALERY AEELRSY occupation of hunting seals [n -RIES] 

SEAWAN-T SEAWANT AAENSTW seawan (wampum (form of currency formerly used by Native Americans)) [n -S] 

SECEDE-R SECEDER CDEEERS one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n -S] 

SECOND-E SECONDE CDEENOS position in fencing [n -S] 

SECOND-I SECONDI CDEINOS SECONDO, lower part in piano duet [n] 

SECOND-O SECONDO CDENOOS lower part in piano duet [n -DI] 

SECRET-E SECRETE CEEERST to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SECURE-R SECURER CEERRSU SECURE, free from danger [adj] / one that secures something [n -S] 

SEDATE-R SEDATER ADEERST SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj] 

SEDUCE-R SEDUCER CDEERSU one that seduces (to lead astray) [n -S] 

SEISIN-G SEISING EGIINSS seizing (act of one that seizes) [n -S] / SEISE, to seize (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [v] 

SEIZIN-G SEIZING EGIINSZ act of one that seizes [n -S] / SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [v] 

SEMINA-L SEMINAL AEILMNS pertaining to semen (fluid produced in male reproductive organs) [adj] 
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SEMINA-R SEMINAR AEIMNRS advanced study group at college or university [n -S] 

SENHOR-A SENHORA AEHNORS married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n -S] 

SENSOR-Y SENSORY ENORSSY pertaining to senses or sensation [adj] 

SEQUEL-A SEQUELA AEELQSU abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n -E] 

SERENE-R SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SERING-A SERINGA AEGINRS Brazilian tree [n -S] 

SEROSA-E SEROSAE AEEORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n] 

SEROSA-L SEROSAL AELORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [adj] 

SERVER-Y SERVERY EERRSVY counter or room from which meals are served [n -RIES] 

SETTLE-R SETTLER EELRSTT one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S] 

SEVERE-D SEVERED DEEERSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v] 

SEVERE-R SEVERER EEERRSV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

SEXTAN-T SEXTANT AENSTTX instrument for measuring angular distances [n -S] 

SHADOW-Y SHADOWY ADHOSWY dark (having little or no light) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

SHANTI-H SHANTIH AHHINST shanti (peace) [n -S] 

SHARIA-H SHARIAH AAHHIRS sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S] 

SHARIA-T SHARIAT AAHIRST sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S] 

SHEATH-E SHEATHE AEEHHST to put into protective case [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SHELVE-R SHELVER EEHLRSV one that shelves (to place on shelf) [n -S] 

SHERIF-F SHERIFF EFFHIRS law-enforcement officer of county [n -S] 

SHIKAR-A SHIKARA AAHIKRS light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n -S] 

SHIKAR-I SHIKARI AHIIKRS shikaree (big game hunter) [n -S] 

SHIVER-Y SHIVERY EHIRSVY shivering [adj -IER, -RIEST] 

SHLEPP-Y SHLEPPY EHLPPSY schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SHLOCK-Y SHLOCKY CHKLOSY schlocky (of inferior quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHLUMP-Y SHLUMPY HLMPSUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj] 

SHMUCK-Y SHMUCKY CHKMSUY schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHOPPE-D SHOPPED DEHOPPS SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHOPPE-R SHOPPER EHOPPRS one that shops (to examine goods with intent to buy) [n -S] 

SHOWER-Y SHOWERY EHORSWY abounding with brief periods of rain [adj] 

SHRIEK-Y SHRIEKY EHIKRSY shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHRILL-Y SHRILLY HILLRSY SHRILL, having high-pitched and piercing quality [adv] 

SHRIMP-Y SHRIMPY HIMPRSY abounding in shrimp [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SHRINE-D SHRINED DEHINRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SHRIVE-L SHRIVEL EHILRSV to contract into wrinkles [v -ED, -ING, -S,  -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

SHRIVE-N SHRIVEN EHINRSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHRIVE-R SHRIVER EHIRRSV one that shrives (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n -S] 

SHTICK-Y SHTICKY CHIKSTY resembling shtick (entertainment routine) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SIERRA-N SIERRAN AEINRRS SIERRA, mountain range [adj] 

SIGNOR-A SIGNORA AGINORS Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n -S, -RE] 

SIGNOR-E SIGNORE EGINORS signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -RI] / SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] 

SIGNOR-I SIGNORI GIINORS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] / SIGNORE, signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n] 

SIGNOR-Y SIGNORY GINORSY seignory (power of seignior) [n -RIES] 

SILKIE-R SILKIER EIIKLRS SILKY, resembling silk [adj] 

SILVER-N SILVERN EILNRSV silvery (resembling silver) [adj] 

SILVER-Y SILVERY EILRSVY resembling silver [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SIMPLE-R SIMPLER EILMPRS SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 
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SIMPLE-X SIMPLEX EILMPSX simple word [n -ES, -LICES, -LICIA] 

SINGLE-D SINGLED DEGILNS SINGLE, to select from group [v] 

SINGLE-T SINGLET EGILNST man's undershirt or jersey [n -S] 

SIZZLE-R SIZZLER EILRSZZ very hot day [n -S] 

SKATOL-E SKATOLE AEKLOST chemical compound [n -S] 

SKETCH-Y SKETCHY CEHKSTY lacking in completeness or clearness [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SLAVER-Y SLAVERY AELRSVY ownership of one person by another [n -RIES] 

SLEAZE-D SLEAZED ADEELSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEEVE-D SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEIGH-T SLEIGHT EGHILST deftness (quality of being deft) [n -S] 

SLOUGH-Y SLOUGHY GHLOSUY miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SLUDGE-D SLUDGED DDEGLSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v] 

SMIDGE-N SMIDGEN DEGIMNS very small amount [n -S] 

SMOKIE-R SMOKIER EIKMORS SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

SMOOCH-Y SMOOCHY CHMOOSY suitable for smooching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SMOOTH-E SMOOTHE EHMOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SMOOTH-Y SMOOTHY HMOOSTY smoothie (person with polished manners) [n -HIES] 

SMUTCH-Y SMUTCHY CHMSTUY smudgy (smudged) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SNATCH-Y SNATCHY ACHNSTY occurring irregularly [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SNEEZE-R SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S] 

SNOOZE-R SNOOZER ENOORSZ one that snoozes (to sleep lightly) [n -S] 

SOCAGE-R SOCAGER ACEGORS tenant by socage [n -S] 

SOIGNE-E SOIGNEE EEGINOS soigne (carefully done) [adj] 

SOLACE-D SOLACED ACDELOS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

SOLACE-R SOLACER ACELORS one that solaces (to console (to comfort)) [n -S] 

SOMBRE-R SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SONSIE-R SONSIER EINORSS SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

SOOTHE-R SOOTHER EHOORST SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] / one that soothes (to restore to quiet or normal state) [n -S] 

SPARES-T SPAREST AEPRSST SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SPARGE-R SPARGER AEGPRRS one that sparges (to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on)) [n -S] 

SPARSE-R SPARSER AEPRRSS SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

SPATHE-D SPATHED ADEHPST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

SPAVIE-T SPAVIET AEIPSTV SPAV, spavin (disease of horses) [adj] 

SPENCE-R SPENCER CEENPRS trysail (type of sail) [n -S] 

SPHERE-D SPHERED DEEHPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPICER-Y SPICERY CEIPRSY spicy quality [n -RIES] 

SPIDER-Y SPIDERY DEIPRSY resembling spider (type of arachnid) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SPIREM-E SPIREME EEIMPRS filament forming part of cell nucleus during mitosis [n -S] 

SPLASH-Y SPLASHY AHLPSSY showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SPLEEN-Y SPLEENY EELNPSY peevish (irritable) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SPLICE-R SPLICER CEILPRS one that splices (to join at ends) [n -S] 

SPLINE-D SPLINED DEILNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPONGE-R SPONGER EGNOPRS one that sponges (to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material)) [n -S] 

SPOUSE-D SPOUSED DEOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SPRAWL-Y SPRAWLY ALPRSWY tending to sprawl [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SPRING-E SPRINGE EGINPRS to catch with type of snare [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SPRING-Y SPRINGY GINPRSY resilient [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 
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SPRITZ-Y SPRITZY IPRSTYZ emitting spray [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SPRUCE-R SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SQUALL-Y SQUALLY ALLQSUY gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SQUAMA-E SQUAMAE AAEMQSU SQUAMA, scale [n] 

SQUARE-R SQUARER AEQRRSU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] / one that squares (to make square) [n -S] 

SQUASH-Y SQUASHY AHQSSUY soft and moist [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUEAK-Y SQUEAKY AEKQSUY tending to squeak [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SQUILL-A SQUILLA AILLQSU burrowing crustacean [n -S, -E] 

SQUINT-Y SQUINTY INQSTUY marked by squinting [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

SQUIRM-Y SQUIRMY IMQRSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

SQUISH-Y SQUISHY HIQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STABLE-R STABLER ABELRST STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] / one that keeps stable [n -S] 

STALES-T STALEST AELSSTT STALE, not fresh [adj] 

STAPLE-R STAPLER AELPRST stapling device [n -S] 

STARCH-Y STARCHY ACHRSTY containing starch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STARTS-Y STARTSY ARSSTTY STARETS, spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n] 

STARVE-R STARVER AERRSTV one that starves (to die from lack of food) [n -S] 

STATIC-E STATICE ACEISTT flowering plant [n -S] 

STATIN-G STATING AGINSTT STATE, to set forth in words [v] 

STATUE-D STATUED ADESTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [adj] 

STATUS-Y STATUSY ASSTTUY conferring prestige [adj] 

STELLA-R STELLAR AELLRST pertaining to stars [adj] 

STENCH-Y STENCHY CEHNSTY having stench [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STEPPE-D STEPPED DEEPPST STEP, to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place [v] 

STEPPE-R STEPPER EEPPRST one that steps (to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place) [n -S] 

STERNA-L STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum [adj] 

STIFLE-R STIFLER EFILRST one that stifles (to smother (to prevent from breathing)) [n -S] 

STIGMA-L STIGMAL AGILMST STIGMA, mark of disgrace [adj] 

STINGE-R STINGER EGINRST one that stings (to prick painfully) [n -S] 

STOOGE-D STOOGED DEGOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STRAFE-R STRAFER AEFRRST one that strafes (to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane) [n -S] 

STRANG-E STRANGE AEGNRST unusual or unfamiliar [adj -R, -ST] / fundamental quark [n -S] 

STRATA-L STRATAL AALRSTT pertaining to stratum (layer of material) [adj] 

STREAK-Y STREAKY AEKRSTY covered with streaks [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

STREAM-Y STREAMY AEMRSTY streaming [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

STRIDE-R STRIDER DEIRRST one that strides (to walk with long steps) [n -S] 

STRIKE-R STRIKER EIKRRST one that strikes (to hit forcibly) [n -S] 

STRING-Y STRINGY GINRSTY resembling string or strings [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

STRIPE-R STRIPER EIPRRST food and game fish [n -S] 

STRIPE-Y STRIPEY EIPRSTY stripy (marked with stripes) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

STRIVE-N STRIVEN EINRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STRIVE-R STRIVER EIRRSTV one that strives (to exert much effort or energy) [n -S] 

STROKE-R STROKER EKORRST one that strokes (to rub gently) [n -S] 

STROMA-L STROMAL ALMORST STROMA, substance that forms framework of organ or cell [adj] 

STRUMA-E STRUMAE AEMRSTU STRUMA, scrofula (disease of lymph glands) [n] 

SUBDUE-R SUBDUER BDERSUU one that subdues (to bring under control) [n -S] 

SUBPAR-T SUBPART ABPRSTU subdivision of part [n -S] 
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SUBTLE-R SUBTLER BELRSTU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

SUCCOR-Y SUCCORY CCORSUY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES] 

SUCKLE-R SUCKLER CEKLRSU one that suckles (to give milk to from breast) [n -S] 

SUKKOT-H SUKKOTH HKKOSTU SUKKAH, temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival [n] 

SULFID-E SULFIDE DEFILSU sulfur compound [n -S] 

SULFUR-Y SULFURY FLRSUUY resembling sulfur [adj] 

SULTAN-A SULTANA AALNSTU sultan's wife [n -S] 

SUMMER-Y SUMMERY EMMRSUY characteristic of summer [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SUPPLE-D SUPPLED DELPPSU SUPPLE, to make supple [v] 

SUPPLE-R SUPPLER ELPPRSU SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

SURGER-Y SURGERY EGRRSUY treatment of medical problems by operation [n -RIES] 

SVELTE-R SVELTER EELRSTV SVELTE, gracefully slender [adj] 

SWARTH-Y SWARTHY AHRSTWY having dark complexion [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SWATHE-R SWATHER AEHRSTW one that swathes (to wrap in bandages) [n -S] 

SWERVE-R SWERVER EERRSVW one that swerves (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [n -S] 

SWINGE-R SWINGER EGINRSW one that swings (to move freely back and forth) [n -S] 

SWITHE-R SWITHER EHIRSTW to doubt (to be uncertain about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SYLVIN-E SYLVINE EILNSVY sylvite (ore of potassium) [n -S] 

SYNURA-E SYNURAE AENRSUY SYNURA, any of genus of protozoa [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 7s to make 8s 

S 

SACRIST-Y SACRISTY ACIRSSTY room in which sacred vessels and vestments are kept [n -TIES] 

SADDLER-Y SADDLERY ADDELRSY shop of saddler [n -RIES] 

SAFFRON-Y SAFFRONY AFFNORSY resembling saffron (flowering plant) [adj -NIER, -NIEST] 

SALICIN-E SALICINE ACEIILNS salicin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

SALTIES-T SALTIEST AEILSSTT SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

SALVAGE-E SALVAGEE AAEEGLSV one in whose favor salvage has been effected [n -S] 

SALVAGE-R SALVAGER AAEGLRSV one that salvages (to save from loss or destruction) [n -S] 

SANDBUR-R SANDBURR ABDNRRSU sandbur (annual herb) [n -S] 

SAPHENA-E SAPHENAE AAEEHNPS SAPHENA, vein of leg [n] 

SAPONIN-E SAPONINE AEINNOPS saponin (soapy substance obtained from plants) [n -S] 

SARCINA-E SARCINAE AACEINRS SARCINA, spherical bacterium [n] 

SARDINE-D SARDINED ADDEINRS SARDINE, to pack tightly [v] 

SARMENT-A SARMENTA AAEMNRST sarments (type of plant stem) [n] 

SASSIES-T SASSIEST AEISSSST SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SAUTOIR-E SAUTOIRE AEIORSTU sautoir (saltire (heraldic design)) [n -S] 

SAVAGER-Y SAVAGERY AAEGRSVY quality of being savage [n -RIES] 

SAVAGES-T SAVAGEST AAEGSSTV SAVAGE, fierce (violently hostile or aggressive) [adj] 

SAVANNA-H SAVANNAH AAAHNNSV savanna (flat, treeless grassland) [n -S] 

SAVVIES-T SAVVIEST AEISSTVV SAVVY, shrewd (having keen insight) [adj] 

SAWDUST-Y SAWDUSTY ADSSTUWY SAWDUST, small particles of wood produced in sawing [adj] 

SCAPULA-E SCAPULAE AACELPSU SCAPULA, bone of shoulder [n] 

SCAPULA-R SCAPULAR AACLPRSU sleeveless outer garment worn by monks [n -S] 

SCEPTRE-D SCEPTRED CDEEPRST SCEPTRE, to scepter (to invest with royal authority) [v] 
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SCHLEPP-Y SCHLEPPY CEHLPPSY shabby, run-down [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SCHLOCK-Y SCHLOCKY CCHKLOSY of inferior quality [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SCHLUMP-Y SCHLUMPY CHLMPSUY unattractive, slovenly [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCHMALZ-Y SCHMALZY ACHLMSYZ characterized by schmaltz [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SCHMOOS-E SCHMOOSE CEHMOOSS to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCHMUCK-Y SCHMUCKY CCHKMSUY foolish, contemptible [adj -KIER, KIEST] 

SCIATIC-A SCIATICA AACCIIST painful disorder of hip and adjoining areas [n -S] 

SCOPULA-E SCOPULAE ACELOPSU SCOPULA, dense tuft of hairs [n] 

SCOURGE-D SCOURGED CDEGORSU SCOURGE, to punish severely [v] 

SCOURGE-R SCOURGER CEGORRSU one that scourges (to punish severely) [n -S] 

SCRATCH-Y SCRATCHY ACCHRSTY made by scratching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SCREECH-Y SCREECHY CCEEHRSY screeching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SCRUNCH-Y SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SCRUPLE-D SCRUPLED CDELPRSU SCRUPLE, to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v] 

SCUFFLE-R SCUFFLER CEFFLRSU one that scuffles (to struggle in rough, confused manner) [n -S] 

SCULLER-Y SCULLERY CELLRSUY room in which kitchen utensils are cleaned and stored [n -RIES] 

SCULPIN-G SCULPING CGILNPSU SCULP, to sculpt (to form image or representation of from solid material) [v] 

SCURRIL-E SCURRILE CEILRRSU expressed in coarse and abusive language [adj] 

SEAWEED-Y SEAWEEDY ADEEESWY SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj] / SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

SECONDE-D SECONDED CDDEENOS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SECONDE-E SECONDEE CDEEENOS worker who is transferred to another job temporarily [n -S] 

SECONDE-R SECONDER CDEENORS one that seconds (to give support or encouragement to) [n -S] 

SECRETE-R SECRETER CEEERRST SECRET, kept from knowledge or view [adj] 

SECURES-T SECUREST CEERSSTU SECURE, free from danger [adj] 

SEDATES-T SEDATEST ADEESSTT SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj] 

SELVAGE-D SELVAGED ADEEGLSV SELVAGE, edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling [adj] 

SEMIMAT-T SEMIMATT AEIMMSTT semimat (having slight luster) [adj] 

SEMINAR-Y SEMINARY AEIMNRSY school for training of priests, ministers, or rabbis [n -RIES] 

SEQUELA-E SEQUELAE AEEELQSU SEQUELA, abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n] 

SERENES-T SERENEST EEENRSST SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SERVICE-R SERVICER CEEIRRSV one that services (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [n -S] 

SHACKLE-R SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

SHAHADA-H SHAHADAH AAADHHHS shahada (Muslim profession of faith) [n -S] 

SHAMMAS-H SHAMMASH AAHHMMSS shammes (minor official of synagogue) [n -IM] 

SHEATHE-R SHEATHER AEEHHRST one that sheathes (to put into protective case) [n -S] 

SHELLAC-K SHELLACK ACEHKLLS to shellac (to cover with thin varnish) [v -ED, -KING, -S] 

SHIMMER-Y SHIMMERY EHIMMRSY shimmering [adj] 

SHINGLE-R SHINGLER EGHILNRS one that shingles (to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material)) [n -S] 

SHIPMEN-T SHIPMENT EHIMNPST something that is shipped [n -S] 

SHMALTZ-Y SHMALTZY AHLMSTYZ schmalzy (characterized by schmaltz) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SHMOOZE-R SHMOOZER EHMOORSZ one that shmoozes (to schmooze (to gossip)) [n -S] 

SHOEPAC-K SHOEPACK ACEHKOPS shoepac (waterproof boot) [n -S] 

SHUDDER-Y SHUDDERY DDEHRSUY shuddering [adj] 

SHUFFLE-R SHUFFLER EFFHLRSU one that shuffles (to walk without lifting feet) [n -S] 

SHUTTLE-R SHUTTLER EHLRSTTU one that shuttles (to move or travel back and forth) [n -S] 

SIGNIOR-I SIGNIORI GIIINORS SIGNIOR, signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n] 

SIGNIOR-Y SIGNIORY GIINORSY signory (seignory (power of seignior)) [n -RIES] 
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SILENCE-R SILENCER CEEILNRS one that silences (to make silent (making no sound or noise)) [n -S] 

SILICON-E SILICONE CEIILNOS silicon compound [n -S] 

SILIQUA-E SILIQUAE AEIILQSU SILIQUA, silique (type of seed capsule) [n] 

SILKIES-T SILKIEST EIIKLSST SILKY, resembling silk [adj] 

SILLIES-T SILLIEST EIILLSST SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adj] 

SIMPLES-T SIMPLEST EILMPSST SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SINCERE-R SINCERER CEEINRRS SINCERE, free from hypocrisy or falseness [adj] 

SISSIES-T SISSIEST EIISSSST SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SKIFFLE-D SKIFFLED DEFFIKLS SKIFFLE, to play particular style of music [v] 

SKILFUL-L SKILFULL FIKLLLSU skillful (having skill) [adj] 

SKITTER-Y SKITTERY EIKRSTTY skittish (easily frightened) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SKYDIVE-R SKYDIVER DEIKRSVY one that skydives (to parachute from airplane for sport) [n -S] 

SLABBER-Y SLABBERY ABBELRSY slobbery (slobbering) [adj] 

SLIPPER-Y SLIPPERY EILPPRSY causing or tending to cause slipping [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SLITHER-Y SLITHERY EHILRSTY slippery (causing or tending to cause slipping) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SLOBBER-Y SLOBBERY BBELORSY slobbering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

SLUMBER-Y SLUMBERY BELMRSUY sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep) [adj] 

SMARAGD-E SMARAGDE AADEGMRS smaragd (emerald (green gem)) [n -S] 

SMELTER-Y SMELTERY EELMRSTY place for smelting [n -RIES] 

SMILIES-T SMILIEST EIILMSST SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMOKIES-T SMOKIEST EIKMOSST SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj] 

SMOOTHE-N SMOOTHEN EHMNOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMOOTHE-R SMOOTHER EHMOORST SMOOTH, having surface that is free from irregularities [adj] / one that smooths (to make smooth) [n -S] 

SMOTHER-Y SMOTHERY EHMORSTY tending to smother [adj] 

SMUGGLE-R SMUGGLER EGGLMRSU one that smuggles (to import or export illicitly) [n -S] 

SNICKER-Y SNICKERY CEIKNRSY tending to snicker [adj] 

SNIFFLE-R SNIFFLER EFFILNRS one that sniffles (to sniff repeatedly) [n -S] 

SNIFFLE-R SNUFFLER EFFLNRSU one that snuffles (to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly)) [n -S] 

SNIGGLE-R SNIGGLER EGGILNRS one that sniggles (to fish for eels) [n -S] 

SNIPPET-Y SNIPPETY EINPPSTY snippy (snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner)) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

SNUGGER-Y SNUGGERY EGGNRSUY snug place [n -RIES] 

SOLANIN-E SOLANINE AEILNNOS poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

SOLDIER-Y SOLDIERY DEILORSY military profession [n -RIES] 

SOMBRER-O SOMBRERO BEMOORRS broad-brimmed hat [n -S] 

SOOTHES-T SOOTHEST EHOOSSTT SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] 

SOUFFLE-D SOUFFLED DEFFLOSU made puffy by beating and baking [adj] 

SOUTHER-N SOUTHERN EHNORSTU person living in south [n -S] 

SOVKHOZ-Y SOVKHOZY HKOOSVYZ SOVKHOZ, state-owned farm in former Soviet Union [n] 

SPARKLE-R SPARKLER AEKLPRRS something that sparkles [n -S] 

SPARKLE-T SPARKLET AEKLPRST small spark [n -S] 

SPATULA-R SPATULAR AALPRSTU SPATULA, mixing implement [adj] 

SPECTRA-L SPECTRAL ACELPRST resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit) [adj] 

SPECULA-R SPECULAR ACELPRSU SPECULUM, medical instrument [adj] 

SPICATE-D SPICATED ACDEIPST SPICA, ear of grain [adj] 

SPICULA-E SPICULAE ACEILPSU SPICULA, spicule (needlelike structure) [n] 

SPICULA-R SPICULAR ACILPRSU SPICULA, spicule (needlelike structure) [adj] 

SPINACH-Y SPINACHY ACHINPSY SPINACH, cultivated herb [adj -HIER -HIEST] 
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SPINDLE-D SPINDLED DDEILNPS SPINDLE, to impale on slender rod [v] 

SPINDLE-R SPINDLER DEILNPRS one that spindles (to impale on slender rod) [n -S] 

SPINNER-Y SPINNERY EINNPRSY spinning mill [n -RIES] 

SPINULA-E SPINULAE AEILNPSU SPINULA, spinule (small thorn) [n] 

SPIRULA-E SPIRULAE AEILPRSU SPIRULA, spiral-shelled mollusk [n] 

SPLENIA-L SPLENIAL AEILLNPS pertaining to splenius [adj] 

SPLOTCH-Y SPLOTCHY CHLOPSTY splotched [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SPLURGE-R SPLURGER EGLPRRSU one that splurges (to spend money lavishly) [n -S] 

SPONGIN-G SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPOOFER-Y SPOOFERY EFOOPRSY good-natured ridicule [n -RIES] 

SPRINGE-D SPRINGED DEGINPRS SPRINGE, to catch with type of snare [v] 

SPRINGE-R SPRINGER EGINPRRS one that springs (to move upward suddenly and swiftly) [n -S] 

SPRUCES-T SPRUCEST CEPRSSTU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj] 

SPUNKIE-R SPUNKIER EIKNPRSU SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] 

SPUTTER-Y SPUTTERY EPRSTTUY ejecting in short bursts [adj] 

SQUARES-T SQUAREST AEQRSSTU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] 

SQUEEZE-R SQUEEZER EEEQRSUZ one that squeezes (to press hard upon) [n -S] 

SQUELCH-Y SQUELCHY CEHLQSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUILLA-E SQUILLAE AEILLQSU SQUILLA, burrowing crustacean [n] 

SQUOOSH-Y SQUOOSHY HOOQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STABLES-T STABLEST ABELSSTT STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] 

STAGGER-Y STAGGERY AEGGRSTY unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

STAGGIE-R STAGGIER AEGGIRST STAGGY, having appearance of mature male [adj] 

STAMINA-L STAMINAL AAILMNST STAMINA, endurance [adj] 

STAMPED-E STAMPEDE ADEEMPST to cause to run away in headlong panic [v -D, -DING, -S] 

STARTLE-R STARTLER AELRRSTT one that startles (to frighten or surprise suddenly) [n -S] 

STEALTH-Y STEALTHY AEHLSTTY intended to escape observation [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STEAMIE-R STEAMIER AEEIMRST STEAMY, marked by steam [adj] 

STEARIN-E STEARINE AEEINRST stearin (solid portion of fat) [n -S] 

STEELIE-R STEELIER EEEILRST STEELY, resembling steel [adj] 

STEEPLE-D STEEPLED DEEELPST STEEPLE, to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v] 

STEMMER-Y STEMMERY EEMMRSTY place where tobacco leaves are stripped [n -RIES] 

STICKIE-R STICKIER CEIIKRST STICKY, tending to adhere [adj] 

STICKLE-R STICKLER CEIKLRST one that stickles (to argue stubbornly) [n -S] 

STIPPLE-R STIPPLER EILPPRST one that stipples (to draw, paint, or engrave by means of dots or short touches) [n -S] 

STOMACH-Y STOMACHY ACHMOSTY paunchy (having protruding belly) [adj] 

STOMATA-L STOMATAL AALMOSTT pertaining to stoma (minute opening in epidermis of plant organ) [adj] 

STRANGE-R STRANGER AEGNRRST STRANGE, unusual or unfamiliar [adj] / to estrange (to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRETCH-Y STRETCHY CEHRSTTY having tendency to stretch [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

STRIATA-L STRIATAL AAILRSTT STRIATUM, mass of nervous tissue within brain [adj] 

STROBIL-A STROBILA ABILORST entire body of tapeworm [n -E] 

STROBIL-E STROBILE BEILORST conical, multiple fruit of certain trees [n -S] 

STROBIL-I STROBILI BIILORST strobiles (conical, multiple fruit of certain trees) [n] 

STUBBLE-D STUBBLED BBDELSTU STUBBLE, short, rough growth of beard [adj] 

STUMBLE-R STUMBLER BELMRSTU one that stumbles (to miss one's step in walking or running) [n -S] 

STYLISE-R STYLISER EILRSSTY one that stylises (to stylize (to make conventional)) [n -S] 

STYLIZE-R STYLIZER EILRSTYZ one that stylizes (to make conventional) [n -S] 
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SUBLIME-R SUBLIMER BEILMRSU SUBLIME, of elevated or noble quality [adj] / one that sublimes (to make sublime) [n -S] 

SUBSIDE-R SUBSIDER BDEIRSSU one that subsides (to sink to lower or normal level) [n -S] 

SUBTILE-R SUBTILER BEILRSTU SUBTILE, subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj] 

SUCCUBA-E SUCCUBAE ABCCESUU SUCCUBA, succubus (female demon (evil spirit)) [n] 

SUFFICE-D SUFFICED CDEFFISU SUFFICE, to be adequate [v] 

SUFFICE-R SUFFICER CEFFIRSU one that suffices (to be adequate) [n -S] 

SUICIDE-D SUICIDED CDDEIISU SUICIDE, to kill oneself intentionally [v] 

SULCATE-D SULCATED ACDELSTU sulcate (having long, narrow furrows) [adj] 

SULFURY-L SULFURYL FLLRSUUY sulfonyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

SULKIES-T SULKIEST EIKLSSTU SULKY, sullenly aloof or withdrawn [adj] 

SULPHID-E SULPHIDE DEHILPSU sulfide (sulfur compound) [n -S] 

SULPHUR-Y SULPHURY HLPRSUUY sulfury (resembling sulfur) [adj] 

SUNBATH-E SUNBATHE ABEHNSTU to take sunbath [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SUNBEAM-Y SUNBEAMY ABEMNSUY SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [adj] 

SUNBURN-T SUNBURNT BNNRSTUU SUNBURN, to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v] 

SUPPLES-T SUPPLEST ELPPSSTU SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

SUPPOSE-R SUPPOSER EOPPRSSU one that supposes (to assume to be true) [n -S] 

SUPREME-R SUPREMER EEMPRRSU SUPREME, highest in power or authority [adj] 

SURBASE-D SURBASED ABDERSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [adj] 

SURFACE-R SURFACER ACEFRRSU one that surfaces (to apply outer layer to) [n -S] 

SURMISE-R SURMISER EIMRRSSU one that surmises (to infer with little evidence) [n -S] 

SURNAME-D SURNAMED ADEMNRSU SURNAME, to give family name to [v] 

SURNAME-R SURNAMER AEMNRRSU one that surnames (to give family name to) [n -S] 

SURVIVE-R SURVIVER EIRRSUVV survivor (one that survives (to remain in existence)) [n -S] 

SWINDLE-R SWINDLER DEILNRSW one that swindles (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [n -S] 

SWISHES-T SWISHEST EHISSSTW SWISH, 1. smart, fashionable 2. effeminate [adj] 

SWIZZLE-R SWIZZLER EILRSWZZ one that swizzles (to drink excessively) [n -S] 

SYLLABI-C SYLLABIC ABCILLSY speech sound of high sonority [n -S] 

SYMBION-T SYMBIONT BIMNOSTY organism living in close association with another [n -S] 

SYMBIOT-E SYMBIOTE BEIMOSTY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYNAPSE-D SYNAPSED ADENPSSY SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v] 

SYNCARP-Y SYNCARPY ACNPRSYY state of being syncarp [n -PIES] 

SYNONYM-E SYNONYME EMNNOSYY synonym (word having same meaning as another) [n -S] 

SYNONYM-Y SYNONYMY MNNOSYYY equivalence of meaning [n -MIES] 

SYNOVIA-L SYNOVIAL AILNOSVY SYNOVIA, lubricating fluid secreted by certain membranes [adj] 

SYNTAGM-A SYNTAGMA AAGMNSTY syntactic element [n -S, -TA] 

SYRINGE-D SYRINGED DEGINRSY SYRINGE, to cleanse or treat with injected fluid [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 8s to make 9s 

S 

SACRARIA-L  SACRARIAL AAACILRRS SACRARIA, SACRARIUM [adj] 

SAFRANIN-E  SAFRANINE AAEFINNRS SAFRANIN, red dye [n -S] 

SANDARAC-H  SANDARACH AAACDHNRS sandarac (aromatic resin) [n -S] 

SANITIZE-R  SANITIZER AEIINRSTZ one that sanitizes (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [n -S] 

SANNYASI-N  SANNYASIN AAINNNSSY SANNYASI, Hindu monk [n -S]  
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SARABAND-E  SARABANDE AAABDENRS SARABAND, stately Spanish dance [n -S] 

SATIRIZE-R  SATIRIZER AEIIRRSTZ one that satirizes (to subject to satire) [n -S] 

SATURATE-R  SATURATER AAERRSTTU one that saturates (to fill completely with something that permeates ) [n -S] 

SAVORIES-T  SAVORIEST AEIORSSTV SAVORY, pleasant to taste or smell [adj] 

SCANTIES-T  SCANTIEST ACEINSSTT SCANTY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCAPULAR-Y  SCAPULARY AACLPRSUY SCAPULAR, sleeveless outer garment worn by monks [adj] 

SCAVENGE-R  SCAVENGER ACEEGNRSV one that scavenges (to search through rubbish for usable items) [n -S] 

SCHEDULE-R  SCHEDULER CDEEHLRSU one that schedules (to assign to certain date or time) [n -S] 

SCHLIERE-N  SCHLIEREN CEEHILNRS SCHLIERE, small streak in igneous rock [n -S] 

SCHMALTZ-Y  SCHMALTZY ACHLMSTYZ characterized by schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [adj] 

SCHMOOZE-R  SCHMOOZER CEHMOORSZ one that schmoozes (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [n -S] 

SCHNECKE-N  SCHNECKEN CCEEHKNNS SCHNECKE, sweet roll [n] 

SCRABBLE-R  SCRABBLER ABBCELRRS one that scrabbles (to claw or grope about frantically) [n -S] 

SCRAMBLE-R  SCRAMBLER ABCELMRRS one that scrambles (to move or climb hurriedly) [n -S] 

SCRIBBLE-R  SCRIBBLER BBCEILRRS one that scribbles (to write hastily or carelessly) [n -S] 

SCROUNGE-R  SCROUNGER CEGNORRSU one that scrounges (to gather by foraging) [n -S] 

SCURVIES-T  SCURVIEST CEIRSSTUV SCURVY, base or contemptible [adj] 

SCUTELLA-R  SCUTELLAR ACELLRSTU SCUTELLA, small, scutate (shaped like shield) organs or parts [adj] 

SECRETES-T  SECRETEST CEEERSSTT SECRET, kept from knowledge or view [adj] 

SECRETIN-G  SECRETING CEEGINRST SECRETE, to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v] 

SECRETOR-Y  SECRETORY CEEORRSTY of, relating to, or promoting secretion [adj] 

SEIGNEUR-Y  SEIGNEURY EEGINRSUY feudal lordship  [n -RIES] 

SEIGNIOR-Y  SEIGNIORY EGIINORSY feudal lordship [n -RIES] 

SELVEDGE-D  SELVEDGED DDEEEGLSV SELVEDGE, selvage (edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling) [adj] 

SEMIDOME-D  SEMIDOMED DDEEIMMOS SEMIDOME, half dome [adj] 

SEMIMATT-E  SEMIMATTE AEEIMMSTT SEMIMATT, semimat (having slight luster) [adj] 

SEMINOMA-D  SEMINOMAD ADEIMMNOS person living partially nomadic life [n -S] 

SENSIBLE-R  SENSIBLER BEEILNRSS SENSIBLE, having or showing good judgment [adj] 

SENSILLA-E  SENSILLAE AEEILLNSS SENSILLA, simple sense organ [n] 

SENSORIA-L  SENSORIAL AEILNORSS SENSORIA, parts of brain concerned with reception and interpretation of sensory stimuli [adj] 

SENTENCE-R  SENTENCER CEEENNRST one that sentences (to declare judicially extent of punishment to be imposed) [n -S] 

SEPTARIA-N  SEPTARIAN AAEINPRST SEPTARIA, limestone nodules [adj] 

SEPTUPLE-T  SEPTUPLET EELPPSTTU each of seven children at one birth [n -S] 

SEQUENCE-R  SEQUENCER CEEENQRSU one that sequences (to arrange in consecutive order) [n -S] 

SERENADE-R  SERENADER ADEEENRRS one that serenades (to perform honorific evening song for) [n -S] 

SERGEANT-Y  SERGEANTY AEEGNRSTY feudal service distinct from military or socage tenure [n -TIES] 

SERJEANT-Y  SERJEANTY AEEJNRSTY feudal service distinct from military or socage tenure [n -TIES] 

SEXTUPLE-T  SEXTUPLET EELPSTTUX each of six children at one birth [n -S] 

SHIGELLA-E  SHIGELLAE AEEGHILLS SHIGELLA, any of genus of aerobic bacteria [n] 

SHILLALA-H  SHILLALAH AAHHILLLS SHILLALA, short, thick club [n -S] 

SHITFACE-D  SHITFACED ACDEFHIST offensive word [adj] 

SHODDIES-T  SHODDIEST DDEHIOSST SHODDY, of inferior quality [adj] 

SHUNPIKE-R  SHUNPIKER EHIKNPRSU one that shunpikes (to travel on side roads to avoid expressways) [n -S] 

SICKLIES-T  SICKLIEST CEIIKLSST SICKLY, appearing as if sick [adj] 

SIDELINE-R  SIDELINER DEEIILNRS one that stays on sidelines; spectator or non-participant [n -S] 

SIGHTSEE-N  SIGHTSEEN EEGHINSST SIGHTSEE, to visit and view places of interest [v] 

SIGHTSEE-R  SIGHTSEER EEGHIRSST one that sightsees (to visit and view places of interest) [n -S] 
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SILICULA-E  SILICULAE ACEIILLSU SILICULA, silicle (short, flat silique) [n] 

SINGSONG-Y  SINGSONGY GGINNOSSY SINGSONG, monotonous cadence in speaking or reading [adj] 

SKILFULL-Y  SKILFULLY FIKLLLSUY SKILFULL, skillful (having skill) [adv] 

SKINNIES-T  SKINNIEST EIIKNNSST SKINNY, very thin [adj] 

SKYWRITE-R  SKYWRITER EIKRRSTWY one that skywrites (to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane) [n -S] 

SLIPCASE-D  SLIPCASED ACDEILPSS SLIPCASE, protective box for book [adj] 

SLUSHIES-T  SLUSHIEST EHILSSSTU SLUSHY, resembling slush [adj] 

SMOOTHES-T  SMOOTHEST EHMOOSSTT SMOOTH, having surface that is free from irregularities [adj] 

SNAKEBIT-E  SNAKEBITE ABEEIKNST bite of snake, especially venomous one [n -S] 

SNOWSHOE-R SNOWSHOER EHNOORSSW one that snowshoes (to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow)) [n -S] 

SOAPSUDS-Y  SOAPSUDSY ADOPSSSUY SOAPSUDS, suds (soapy water) [adj] 

SOLFEGGI-O  SOLFEGGIO EFGGILOOS solfege (type of singing exercise) [n -S] 

SOUVLAKI-A  SOUVLAKIA AAIKLOSUV SOUVLAKI, Greek shish kebab [n -S] 

SPIFFIES-T  SPIFFIEST EFFIIPSST SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SPINNIES-T  SPINNIEST EIINNPSST SPINNY, crazy, foolish [adj] 

SPLINTER-Y  SPLINTERY EILNPRSTY SPLINTER, to split into sharp, slender pieces [adj] 

SPLUTTER-Y  SPLUTTERY ELPRSTTUY SPLUTTER, to speak rapidly and confusedly [adj] 

SPOONIES-T  SPOONIEST EINOOPSST SPOONY, overly sentimental [adj] / SPOONEY [adj] 

SPOROZOA-L  SPOROZOAL ALOOOPRSZ SPOROZOA, parasitic one-celled animals [adj] 

SPOROZOA-N  SPOROZOAN ANOOOPRSZ SPOROZOA, parasitic one-celled animals [adj] 

SPRINGAL-D  SPRINGALD ADGILNPRS SPRINGAL, young man [n -S] 

SPRINKLE-R  SPRINKLER EIKLNPRRS one that sprinkles (to scatter drops or particles on) [n -S] 

SPUNKIES-T  SPUNKIEST EIKNPSSTU SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adj] 

SQUABBLE-R  SQUABBLER ABBELQRSU one that squabbles (to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute)) [n -S] 

SQUIRREL-Y  SQUIRRELY EILQRRSUY very odd, silly, or foolish [adj] 

STAGGIES-T  STAGGIEST AEGGISSTT STAGGY, having appearance of mature male [adj] 

STAMPEDE-R  STAMPEDER ADEEMPRST one that stampedes (to cause to run away in headlong panic) [n -S] 

STANCHES-T  STANCHEST ACEHNSSTT STANCH, staunch (firm and dependable) [adj] 

STARGAZE-R  STARGAZER AAEGRRSTZ one that stargazes (to gaze at stars) [n -S] 

STEADIES-T  STEADIEST ADEEISSTT STEADY, firm in position [adj] 

STEAMIES-T  STEAMIEST AEEIMSSTT STEAMY, marked by steam [adj] 

STEELIES-T  STEELIEST EEEILSSTT STEELY, resembling steel [adj] 

STELLATE-D  STELLATED ADEELLSTT STELLATE, shaped like star [adj] 

STICKIES-T  STICKIEST CEIIKSSTT STICKY, tending to adhere [adj] 

STITCHER-Y  STITCHERY CEHIRSTTY art of ornamental needlework [n -RIES] 

STOMODEA-L  STOMODEAL ADELMOOST STOMODEA, embryonic oral cavities [adj] 

STRADDLE-R  STRADDLER ADDELRRST one that straddles (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [n -S] 

STRAGGLE-R  STRAGGLER AEGGLRRST one that straggles (to stray (to wander from proper area or course)) [n -S] 

STRANGES-T  STRANGEST AEGNRSSTT STRANGE, unusual or unfamiliar [adj] 

STRANGLE-R  STRANGLER AEGLNRRST  one that strangles (to choke to death) [n -S] 

STROBILA-E  STROBILAE ABEILORST STROBILA, entire body of tapeworm [n] 

STROBILA-R  STROBILAR ABILORRST STROBILA, entire body of tapeworm [adj] 

STRONGYL-E  STRONGYLE EGLNORSTY STRONGYL, parasitic worm [n -S] 

STRONTIA-N  STRONTIAN AINNORSTT STRONTIA, chemical compound [n -S] 

STRUGGLE-R  STRUGGLER EGGLRRSTU one that struggles (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [n -S] 

STUBBIES-T  STUBBIEST BBEISSTTU STUBBY, short and thick [adj] 

STURDIES-T  STURDIEST DEIRSSTTU STURDY, strong and durable [adj] 
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SUBLIMES-T  SUBLIMEST BEILMSSTU SUBLIME, of elevated or noble quality [adj] 

SUBLIMIT-Y  SUBLIMITY BIILMSTUY quality of being extremely good, beautiful or enjoyable [n -TIES] 

SUBLUNAR-Y  SUBLUNARY ABLNRSUUY belonging to this world as contrasted to better or more spiritual one [adj] 

SUBPHYLA-R  SUBPHYLAR ABHLPRSUY SUBPHYLA, SUBPHYLUM [adj] 

SUNBATHE-R  SUNBATHER ABEHNRSTU one that sunbathes (to take sunbath) [n -S] 

SUPREMES-T  SUPREMEST EEMPRSSTU SUPREME, highest in power or authority [adj] 

SURPLICE-D  SURPLICED CDEILPRSU SURPLICE, loose-fitting vestment [adj] 

SURPRISE-R  SURPRISER EIPRRRSSU one that surprises (to come upon unexpectedly) [n -S] 

SUSPENSE-R  SUSPENSER EENPRSSSU film that creates a feeling of suspense [n -S] 

SYLLABLE-D  SYLLABLED ABDELLLSY SYLLABLE, to pronounce syllables (units of spoken language) [v] 

SYMPODIA-L  SYMPODIAL ADILMOPSY SYMPODIA, plat stems made up of series of superposed branches [adj] 

SYMPOSIA-C  SYMPOSIAC ACIMOPSSY SYMPOSIA, conferences for purpose of discussion [n -S] 

SYNCYTIA-L  SYNCYTIAL ACILNSTYY SYNCYTIA, masses of protoplasm resulting from cell fusion [adj] 

SYNOPSIS-E  SYNOPSISE EINOPSSSY to synopsize (to provide brief summary) [v -D, -SING, -S] 


	SABBAT-H SABBATH AABBHST sabbat (assembly of demons and witches) [n -S]
	SABLES-T SABLEST ABELSST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj]
	SADDLE-R SADDLER ADDELRS one that makes, repairs, or sells saddles [n -S]
	SAFROL-E SAFROLE AEFLORS poisonous liquid [n -S]
	SAGGAR-D SAGGARD AADGGRS saggar [n -S]
	SALLOW-Y SALLOWY ALLOSWY abounding in willow trees [adj]
	SALMON-Y SALMONY ALMNOSY resembling salmon (food fish) [adj]
	SALTER-N SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S]
	SALTER-Y SALTERY AELRSTY factory where fish is salted for storage [n -RIES]
	SALTIE-R SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] / saltire (heraldic design) [n -S]
	SALUTE-R SALUTER AELRSTU one that salutes (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [n -S]
	SAMPLE-R SAMPLER AELMPRS one that samples (to test representative portion of whole) [n -S]
	SANTIM-I SANTIMI AIIMNST SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n]
	SANTIM-U SANTIMU AIMNSTU SANTIM, formerly used coin of Latvia [n]
	SATRAP-Y SATRAPY AAPRSTY territory of satrap [n -PIES]
	SAVAGE-R SAVAGER AAEGRSV SAVAGE, fierce (violently hostile or aggressive) [adj]
	SAVOUR-Y SAVOURY AORSUVY savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] / savory (savory dish served before or after meal) [n- RIES]
	SCALAR-E SCALARE AACELRS tropical fish [n -S]
	SCARCE-R SCARCER ACCERRS SCARCE, infrequently seen or found [adj]
	SCHEME-R SCHEMER CEEHMRS one that schemes (to plan or plot) [n -S]
	SCHLEP-P SCHLEPP CEHLPPS to schlep (to lug or drag) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SCHNOZ-Z SCHNOZZ CHNOSZZ schnoz (nose) [n -ES]
	SCLERA-E SCLERAE ACEELRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [n]
	SCLERA-L SCLERAL ACELLRS SCLERA, white, fibrous outer coat of eyeball [adj]
	SCORIA-E SCORIAE ACEIORS SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n]
	SCRAPE-R SCRAPER ACEPRRS one that scrapes (to rub so as to remove outer layer) [n -S]
	SCRAWL-Y SCRAWLY ACLRSWY written hastily or illegibly [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	SCREAK-Y SCREAKY ACEKRSY screechy (screeching) [adj]
	SCRIBE-R SCRIBER BCEIRRS pointed instrument used for marking off material to be cut [n -S]
	SCRIMP-Y SCRIMPY CIMPRSY meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj -PIER, -PIEST]
	SCROTA-L SCROTAL ACLORST SCROTUM, pouch of skin that contains testes [adj]
	SCRUFF-Y SCRUFFY CFFRSUY shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj -FIER, -FIEST]
	SEALER-Y SEALERY AEELRSY occupation of hunting seals [n -RIES]
	SEAWAN-T SEAWANT AAENSTW seawan (wampum (form of currency formerly used by Native Americans)) [n -S]
	SECEDE-R SECEDER CDEEERS one that secedes (to withdraw formally from alliance or association) [n -S]
	SECOND-E SECONDE CDEENOS position in fencing [n -S]
	SECOND-I SECONDI CDEINOS SECONDO, lower part in piano duet [n]
	SECOND-O SECONDO CDENOOS lower part in piano duet [n -DI]
	SECRET-E SECRETE CEEERST to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SECURE-R SECURER CEERRSU SECURE, free from danger [adj] / one that secures something [n -S]
	SEDATE-R SEDATER ADEERST SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj]
	SEDUCE-R SEDUCER CDEERSU one that seduces (to lead astray) [n -S]
	SEISIN-G SEISING EGIINSS seizing (act of one that seizes) [n -S] / SEISE, to seize (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [v]
	SEIZIN-G SEIZING EGIINSZ act of one that seizes [n -S] / SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [v]
	SEMINA-L SEMINAL AEILMNS pertaining to semen (fluid produced in male reproductive organs) [adj]
	SEMINA-R SEMINAR AEIMNRS advanced study group at college or university [n -S]
	SENHOR-A SENHORA AEHNORS married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n -S]
	SENSOR-Y SENSORY ENORSSY pertaining to senses or sensation [adj]
	SEQUEL-A SEQUELA AEELQSU abnormal condition resulting from preceding disease [n -E]
	SERENE-R SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj]
	SERING-A SERINGA AEGINRS Brazilian tree [n -S]
	SEROSA-E SEROSAE AEEORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n]
	SEROSA-L SEROSAL AELORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [adj]
	SERVER-Y SERVERY EERRSVY counter or room from which meals are served [n -RIES]
	SETTLE-R SETTLER EELRSTT one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S]
	SEVERE-D SEVERED DEEERSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v]
	SEVERE-R SEVERER EEERRSV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj]
	SEXTAN-T SEXTANT AENSTTX instrument for measuring angular distances [n -S]
	SHADOW-Y SHADOWY ADHOSWY dark (having little or no light) [adj -WIER, -WIEST]
	SHANTI-H SHANTIH AHHINST shanti (peace) [n -S]
	SHARIA-H SHARIAH AAHHIRS sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S]
	SHARIA-T SHARIAT AAHIRST sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S]
	SHEATH-E SHEATHE AEEHHST to put into protective case [v -D, -HING, -S]
	SHELVE-R SHELVER EEHLRSV one that shelves (to place on shelf) [n -S]
	SHERIF-F SHERIFF EFFHIRS law-enforcement officer of county [n -S]
	SHIKAR-A SHIKARA AAHIKRS light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n -S]
	SHIKAR-I SHIKARI AHIIKRS shikaree (big game hunter) [n -S]
	SHIVER-Y SHIVERY EHIRSVY shivering [adj -IER, -RIEST]
	SHLEPP-Y SHLEPPY EHLPPSY schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST]
	SHLOCK-Y SHLOCKY CHKLOSY schlocky (of inferior quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST]
	SHLUMP-Y SHLUMPY HLMPSUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj]
	SHMUCK-Y SHMUCKY CHKMSUY schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj -KIER, -KIEST]
	SHOPPE-D SHOPPED DEHOPPS SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v]
	SHOPPE-R SHOPPER EHOPPRS one that shops (to examine goods with intent to buy) [n -S]
	SHOWER-Y SHOWERY EHORSWY abounding with brief periods of rain [adj]
	SHRIEK-Y SHRIEKY EHIKRSY shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST]
	SHRILL-Y SHRILLY HILLRSY SHRILL, having high-pitched and piercing quality [adv]
	SHRIMP-Y SHRIMPY HIMPRSY abounding in shrimp [adj -PIER, -PIEST]
	SHRINE-D SHRINED DEHINRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v]
	SHRIVE-L SHRIVEL EHILRSV to contract into wrinkles [v -ED, -ING, -S,  -LLED, -LLING, -S]
	SHRIVE-N SHRIVEN EHINRSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v]
	SHRIVE-R SHRIVER EHIRRSV one that shrives (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n -S]
	SHTICK-Y SHTICKY CHIKSTY resembling shtick (entertainment routine) [adj -KIER, -KIEST]
	SIERRA-N SIERRAN AEINRRS SIERRA, mountain range [adj]
	SIGNOR-A SIGNORA AGINORS Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n -S, -RE]
	SIGNOR-E SIGNORE EGINORS signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -RI] / SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n]
	SIGNOR-I SIGNORI GIINORS SIGNOR, Italian title of courtesy for man [n] / SIGNORE, signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n]
	SIGNOR-Y SIGNORY GINORSY seignory (power of seignior) [n -RIES]
	SILKIE-R SILKIER EIIKLRS SILKY, resembling silk [adj]
	SILVER-N SILVERN EILNRSV silvery (resembling silver) [adj]
	SILVER-Y SILVERY EILRSVY resembling silver [adj -RIER, -RIEST]
	SIMPLE-R SIMPLER EILMPRS SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj]
	SIMPLE-X SIMPLEX EILMPSX simple word [n -ES, -LICES, -LICIA]
	SINGLE-D SINGLED DEGILNS SINGLE, to select from group [v]
	SINGLE-T SINGLET EGILNST man's undershirt or jersey [n -S]
	SIZZLE-R SIZZLER EILRSZZ very hot day [n -S]
	SKATOL-E SKATOLE AEKLOST chemical compound [n -S]
	SKETCH-Y SKETCHY CEHKSTY lacking in completeness or clearness [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SLAVER-Y SLAVERY AELRSVY ownership of one person by another [n -RIES]
	SLEAZE-D SLEAZED ADEELSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v]
	SLEEVE-D SLEEVED DEEELSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v]
	SLEIGH-T SLEIGHT EGHILST deftness (quality of being deft) [n -S]
	SLOUGH-Y SLOUGHY GHLOSUY miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SLUDGE-D SLUDGED DDEGLSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v]
	SMIDGE-N SMIDGEN DEGIMNS very small amount [n -S]
	SMOKIE-R SMOKIER EIKMORS SMOKEY, smoky (filled with smoke) [adj] / SMOKY [adj]
	SMOOCH-Y SMOOCHY CHMOOSY suitable for smooching [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SMOOTH-E SMOOTHE EHMOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	SMOOTH-Y SMOOTHY HMOOSTY smoothie (person with polished manners) [n -HIES]
	SMUTCH-Y SMUTCHY CHMSTUY smudgy (smudged) [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SNATCH-Y SNATCHY ACHNSTY occurring irregularly [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SNEEZE-R SNEEZER EEENRSZ one that sneezes (to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath) [n -S]
	SNOOZE-R SNOOZER ENOORSZ one that snoozes (to sleep lightly) [n -S]
	SOCAGE-R SOCAGER ACEGORS tenant by socage [n -S]
	SOIGNE-E SOIGNEE EEGINOS soigne (carefully done) [adj]
	SOLACE-D SOLACED ACDELOS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v]
	SOLACE-R SOLACER ACELORS one that solaces (to console (to comfort)) [n -S]
	SOMBRE-R SOMBRER BEMORRS SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj]
	SONSIE-R SONSIER EINORSS SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj]
	SOOTHE-R SOOTHER EHOORST SOOTH, true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] / one that soothes (to restore to quiet or normal state) [n -S]
	SPARES-T SPAREST AEPRSST SPARE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj]
	SPARGE-R SPARGER AEGPRRS one that sparges (to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on)) [n -S]
	SPARSE-R SPARSER AEPRRSS SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj]
	SPATHE-D SPATHED ADEHPST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj]
	SPAVIE-T SPAVIET AEIPSTV SPAV, spavin (disease of horses) [adj]
	SPHERE-D SPHERED DEEHPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v]
	SPIDER-Y SPIDERY DEIPRSY resembling spider (type of arachnid) [adj -RIER, -RIEST]
	SPLASH-Y SPLASHY AHLPSSY showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SPLEEN-Y SPLEENY EELNPSY peevish (irritable) [adj -NIER, -NIEST]
	SPLICE-R SPLICER CEILPRS one that splices (to join at ends) [n -S]
	SPLINE-D SPLINED DEILNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v]
	SPONGE-R SPONGER EGNOPRS one that sponges (to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material)) [n -S]
	SPOUSE-D SPOUSED DEOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v]
	SPRAWL-Y SPRAWLY ALPRSWY tending to sprawl [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	SPRING-E SPRINGE EGINPRS to catch with type of snare [v -D, -ING, -S]
	SPRING-Y SPRINGY GINPRSY resilient [adj -GIER, -GIEST]
	SPRITZ-Y SPRITZY IPRSTYZ emitting spray [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST]
	SPRUCE-R SPRUCER CEPRRSU SPRUCE, neat and trim in appearance [adj]
	SQUALL-Y SQUALLY ALLQSUY gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	SQUAMA-E SQUAMAE AAEMQSU SQUAMA, scale [n]
	SQUARE-R SQUARER AEQRRSU SQUARE, having four equal sides and four right angles; rigidly conventional [adj] / one that squares (to make square) [n -S]
	SQUASH-Y SQUASHY AHQSSUY soft and moist [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SQUEAK-Y SQUEAKY AEKQSUY tending to squeak [adj -KIER, -KIEST]
	SQUILL-A SQUILLA AILLQSU burrowing crustacean [n -S, -E]
	SQUINT-Y SQUINTY INQSTUY marked by squinting [adj -TIER, -TIEST]
	SQUIRM-Y SQUIRMY IMQRSUY wriggly (wriggling) [adj -MIER, -MIEST]
	SQUISH-Y SQUISHY HIQSSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	STABLE-R STABLER ABELRST STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] / one that keeps stable [n -S]
	STALES-T STALEST AELSSTT STALE, not fresh [adj]
	STAPLE-R STAPLER AELPRST stapling device [n -S]
	STARCH-Y STARCHY ACHRSTY containing starch [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	STARTS-Y STARTSY ARSSTTY STARETS, spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n]
	STARVE-R STARVER AERRSTV one that starves (to die from lack of food) [n -S]
	STATIC-E STATICE ACEISTT flowering plant [n -S]
	STATIN-G STATING AGINSTT STATE, to set forth in words [v]
	STATUE-D STATUED ADESTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [adj]
	STATUS-Y STATUSY ASSTTUY conferring prestige [adj]
	STELLA-R STELLAR AELLRST pertaining to stars [adj]
	STENCH-Y STENCHY CEHNSTY having stench [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	STEPPE-D STEPPED DEEPPST STEP, to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place [v]
	STEPPE-R STEPPER EEPPRST one that steps (to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place) [n -S]
	STERNA-L STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum [adj]
	STIFLE-R STIFLER EFILRST one that stifles (to smother (to prevent from breathing)) [n -S]
	STIGMA-L STIGMAL AGILMST STIGMA, mark of disgrace [adj]
	STINGE-R STINGER EGINRST one that stings (to prick painfully) [n -S]
	STOOGE-D STOOGED DEGOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v]
	STRAFE-R STRAFER AEFRRST one that strafes (to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane) [n -S]
	STRANG-E STRANGE AEGNRST unusual or unfamiliar [adj -R, -ST] / fundamental quark [n -S]
	STRATA-L STRATAL AALRSTT pertaining to stratum (layer of material) [adj]
	STREAK-Y STREAKY AEKRSTY covered with streaks [adj -KIER, -KIEST]
	STREAM-Y STREAMY AEMRSTY streaming [adj -MIER, -MIEST]
	STRIDE-R STRIDER DEIRRST one that strides (to walk with long steps) [n -S]
	STRIKE-R STRIKER EIKRRST one that strikes (to hit forcibly) [n -S]
	STRING-Y STRINGY GINRSTY resembling string or strings [adj -GIER, -GIEST]
	STRIPE-R STRIPER EIPRRST food and game fish [n -S]
	STRIPE-Y STRIPEY EIPRSTY stripy (marked with stripes) [adj -PIER, -PIEST]
	STRIVE-N STRIVEN EINRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v]
	STRIVE-R STRIVER EIRRSTV one that strives (to exert much effort or energy) [n -S]
	STROKE-R STROKER EKORRST one that strokes (to rub gently) [n -S]
	STROMA-L STROMAL ALMORST STROMA, substance that forms framework of organ or cell [adj]
	STRUMA-E STRUMAE AEMRSTU STRUMA, scrofula (disease of lymph glands) [n]
	SUBDUE-R SUBDUER BDERSUU one that subdues (to bring under control) [n -S]
	SUBPAR-T SUBPART ABPRSTU subdivision of part [n -S]
	SUBTLE-R SUBTLER BELRSTU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj]
	SUCCOR-Y SUCCORY CCORSUY chicory (perennial herb) [n -RIES]
	SUCKLE-R SUCKLER CEKLRSU one that suckles (to give milk to from breast) [n -S]
	SUKKOT-H SUKKOTH HKKOSTU SUKKAH, temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival [n]
	SULFID-E SULFIDE DEFILSU sulfur compound [n -S]
	SULFUR-Y SULFURY FLRSUUY resembling sulfur [adj]
	SULTAN-A SULTANA AALNSTU sultan's wife [n -S]
	SUMMER-Y SUMMERY EMMRSUY characteristic of summer [adj -RIER, -RIEST]
	SUPPLE-D SUPPLED DELPPSU SUPPLE, to make supple [v]
	SUPPLE-R SUPPLER ELPPRSU SUPPLE, pliant (easily bent) [adj]
	SURGER-Y SURGERY EGRRSUY treatment of medical problems by operation [n -RIES]
	SWARTH-Y SWARTHY AHRSTWY having dark complexion [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	SWATHE-R SWATHER AEHRSTW one that swathes (to wrap in bandages) [n -S]
	SWERVE-R SWERVER EERRSVW one that swerves (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [n -S]
	SWINGE-R SWINGER EGINRSW one that swings (to move freely back and forth) [n -S]
	SWITHE-R SWITHER EHIRSTW to doubt (to be uncertain about) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SYLVIN-E SYLVINE EILNSVY sylvite (ore of potassium) [n -S]
	SYNURA-E SYNURAE AENRSUY SYNURA, any of genus of protozoa [n]

